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QUESTION 1

What are requirements for customer consignment processing? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The consignment fill-up requires a billing document 

B. The consignment returns requires a warehouse task for picking 

C. The consignment pick-up requires a good receipt 

D. The consignment issue requires a delivery document 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

When you migrate customer information from SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA, what must you do? Please choose the
correct answer. 

A. Convert all vendors to customer master transactions 

B. Update all custom code that calls customer master transactions 

C. Convert all open sales orders to the new data model 

D. Convert all customers and vendors to business partners 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which characteristics apply to listing and exclusion? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. A single sales document can have both a listing and exclusion procedures assigned simultaneously 

B. The listing and exclusion procedures are determined the same way as a pricing procedure in a sales order 

C. Listing and exclusion is based on the condition technique 

D. An existing condition record for a listing can be switched to an exclusion 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

You manually change the item category of a quotation item and create a subsequent sales order. You do NOT want the
item category in the sales order to be determined automatically. How do you achieve this? Please choose the correct
answer. 
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A. Choose "reference mandatory" in the quotation type 

B. Define an item category usage for the item category determination 

C. Enter an alternative item category in the sales order type 

D. Maintain a default item category in the copy control 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to ensure that an incomplete document cannot be saved. How can you achieve this? Please choose the
correct answer. 

A. Assign an incompleteness procedure to the respective item categories 

B. Set the dialog message for incompletion for the sales document type 

C. Assign a status group to the fields that should be checked for completeness 

D. Select the \\'Warning\\' indicator for the fields in the incompleteness procedure 

Correct Answer: B 
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